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Digital Connectivity is at the very centre to ensure Metaverse is built to benefit all



World Bank: over 1.2 bn population, 16% of the world's population have little or no access to electricity 
(basic lighting, charge a phone, or power a radio for 4 hours/day), 620 million Africans (2/3 population)



1/3 of Global Population do not have access to the internet 









DQ Institute(2019)Digital Literacy, skills, readiness is key to bridge the digital divide 







Leading the UN work on international standardisation for CitiVerse(Metaverse for Cities): ITU’s Metaverse Focus Group Vice Chair for 
Sustainability, Inclusion and Accessibility,  Co-Chair of CitiVerse, Advisory Council for International Science Council 

Chair of the Opening Panel Discussion of WIPO Conference on IP and The Metaverse 

Speak at the Annual UN High Level Political Forum on Sustainable 
Development about Metaverse for Cities Keynote speaker at   the UNESCO event on using the Metaverse for the Future of     Education 

Advise the world’s largest science body of 230 national academies of sciences on metaverse, AI 
and other frontier tech and their impact on the future of sciences and innovations





Christina@metaverse-institute.org 
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